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In the bag
Tote your gear in style

NEW CONVERTIBLE
Brooklyn is that rarest of photographic accessories: a fashionable cam-
era backpack. You can load up this chic bag and carry it all day. It accom -
mo dates a 15-inch laptop, iPad or tablet, camera with attached lens, one
long lens, one short lens, flash, battery pack, and wallet. Best feature:
Easily converts from backpack to messenger bag to accommodate your
travel and shooting needs. Epiphanie; $224.99; epiphaniebags.com
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BYE-BYE BOXY
Move over, boxy camera carrier, there’s a new bag in town. She’s
well bred but knows how to hang. An ideal merger of function and
style, the Classic Canvas bag boasts seven padded compart-
ments that allow customizable stashing with room for a laptop

and water bottle. Best feature: Looks and carries like a traditional
handbag, and you’ll love the extra protection of the metal feet on

the bottom. Emera; $169; emerabags.com

SAILING INTO COMFORT
This classically styled and comfortable Georgia Nautical satchel has
plenty of pockets to keep photographic and personal gear organized.
The faux leather exterior is complemented by a dark blue cotton lin-
ing. Best feature: security. The antique metal hardware locks shut,
and the iPad pocket is zippered. Jo Totes; $107; jototes.com



CRAFTED BY HAND
Handcrafted of water-resistant waxed canvas and detailed with

full-grain leather, the Brixton camera bag is a compact solution for
carrying a DSLR, two to three lenses, and a 13-inch laptop. It has
four removable dividers, two front pockets, and a back pocket with
enough room for an iPad or Moleskine. Best feature: The waxed

canvas makes this an ideal outdoor bag, especially for early morn-
ing dew-drenched shoots. Ona; $269; www.onabags.com
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DESIGNED FOR YOU
Porteen Gear puts you in charge of the bag design, with a

choice of more than 100 fabrics and several leathers. The body
of the bag is made of water-repellent waxed canvas that ages
beautifully. The flap is made of high-quality leather and the
straps of heavy-duty polypropylene webbing. Durable Rhino
Twill lines the interior. Best feature: You control the look and

function of your bag. Porteen Gear; from $101;
porteengear.com

CASUAL ELEGANCE
Rich looking yet casual, the Classic Collection 13-inch Laptop
Backpack contains a special secure compartment for a 13-inch
laptop. The optional insert holds a professional camera gear set.
Best feature: The removable insert allows you to pack your gear
carefully outside the bag before stowing it inside. Jill-e; $69.99
(plus $34.99 for optional camera gear insert); www.jill-e.com
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ON SAFARI
You don’t have to venture into the outback to appreciate how
the Safari is more than just a beautiful bag. Made of durable
leather and lined in soft cotton, it can handle your camera with
attached lens, extra lenses, 15-inch laptop, and life’s extra 
necessities. Remove the inserts and use it as a handbag. Best
feature: The lens cap holder keeps your cap where it belongs and
always within reach. Shutter Bag; $299.95; shutterbagusa.com

GOING TO THE CHAPEL
The charming Chapel Convertible Backpack packs a

camera body with grip, 9-inch lens, flash, phone, batteries,
accessories, and an iPad. Best feature: The back zipper

pocket has slots for compact flash cards and credit cards so
photo gear stays safely stowed inside when you grab your

keys and whatnots. Kelly Moore; $229;
kellymoorebag.com

BAGS GALORE
See exactly what fits in each of these bags and more in our Web-exclusive roundup: ppmag.com/web-exclusives.

STYLISH SURVIVOR
Loaded with pockets and supported by a wide
webbing shoulder strap, this Medium DSLR
Messenger Bag sports black and gray her-

ringbone wool. The removable insert for a cam-
era and lenses has two adjustable dividers with
Velcro attachments. Best feature: The incredi-

ble interior padding looks durable enough to
survive whatever you might throw at it. Stash

Bags; $159 to $199; stash-bags.com
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